
B.C. Seniors Games                         Langley                         September 9-13, 2014 
 

Playing Particulars 
 
Name: 
 
Age Group:   
 
If playing singles, would it be in the competitive division?  yes no 
Playing Singles?      yes no 
Playing Men’s/Women’s Doubles?    yes no 
Partner’s name  
for Men’s/Women’s Doubles: 
 
Playing Mixed Doubles?              yes no 
Partner’s name  
for Mixed Doubles: 
 
 
If you don’t have a partner yet -  
Would you like to be teamed up with someone? yes no 
Are you willing to play in a lower age group if necessary? yes no 
Are you willing to have a partner from a different zone if necessary?  yes no 
 
If you don’t have a partner by the start of the games –  
Are you willing to stand as a substitute? 
(i.e. be partnered up with someone at short notice at the games)

yes no 

 
   
from the BC Seniors Games Rule Book… 
All players in each age category, men and women, are rated according to their ability in singles only.  
Competitive Division:  
(1) Competitive group shall include all Gold medal singles winners from the past Seniors Games 
(Recreational and Competitive Divisions), except for categories in which there was only one entrant, plus 
players identified by B.C. Table Tennis Association as being Competitive through previous tournament or 
other play.  (Subject to an opportunity to re-qualify as Recreational when they move to a new age group 
except if a Gold medal was won in the last year of the previous age category.)  
(2) Recreational Silver medal winners from the previous BC Seniors Games may also be placed in this 
group depending on the number entered.  
(3) A player may choose to play in the Competitive group and this must be stated on the Form.  
(4) Where four people or less are registered in an age category (including both Competitive and 
Recreational players), then they shall be combined into one group for playing purposes although, based 
upon win/loss record, medals shall still be awarded separately within the Recreational and Competitive 
Divisions.  
(5) When a player is registered to play in the Competitive Division for singles, and also registers to play 
in the doubles competition, then that pair shall compete in the Doubles Competitive Division.  (A 
Recreational singles player may play in Competitive doubles; however, Competitive players cannot play 
in the Recreational Division.)  
(6) Players registering for Recreational, but being changed to Competitive status, shall be notified 
before the Games by the Table Tennis Coordinator of the Host Society.  Note:  Only the Table Tennis 
Coordinator of the Host Society has the authority to make this change.  


